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Introduction and Preliminaries



The concept of universal indestructibility was originally established and shown to be relatively consistent by the first author and Hamkins in [6]. In particular, several theorems concerning universal indestructibility and both strongly compact and supercompact cardinals were proven in that paper. Recalling the terminology, we say that universal indestructibility for supercompactness holds in a model V for ZFC if every V -supercompact and partially supercompact (including measurable) cardinal δ has its degree of supercompactness fully Laver indestructible [13] under δ-directed closed forcing. Analogously, universal indestructibility for strong compactness holds in a model V for ZFC if every V -strongly compact and partially strongly compact (including measurable) cardinal δ has its degree of strong compactness fully indestructible under δ-directed closed forcing. The investigation of universal indestructibility in the presence of strongly compact cardinals was continued in [3]. In particular, the relative consistency of universal indestructibility for both strong compactness and supercompactness in the presence of two fully indestructible strongly compact cardinals was shown. Note, however, that in the model constructed in [3] for universal indestructibility for supercompactness containing two strongly compact cardinals, the second of these cardinals is supercompact (although the first isn’t). This (together with what had been previously known) left open the question of whether universal indestructibility for supercompactness in a model containing two non-supercompact strongly compact cardinals, together with some form of indestructibility for strong compactness for both of the strongly compact cardinals, is possible. Also, in either of the models constructed in [3] (and indeed, in any other model previously given for universal indestructibility containing a strongly compact cardinal, such as those found in [6]), there are only set many measurable cardinals. This left open in particular the question of whether universal indestructibility for supercompactness in a model containing a strongly compact cardinal and a proper class of measurable cardinals is possible. The purpose of this paper is to answer the questions raised in the preceding paragraph. Specifically, we prove the following two theorems. Theorem 1 Universal indestructibility for supercompactness in the presence of a fully indestruc2



tible strongly compact cardinal and a proper class of measurable cardinals is consistent relative to the existence of a proper class of supercompact cardinals. Theorem 2 Universal indestructibility for supercompactness in the presence of two nonsupercompact indestructible strongly compact cardinals κ1 and κ2 is consistent relative to the existence of two supercompact cardinals. In the model constructed, κ1 and κ2 are the first two measurable cardinals, κ1 ’s strong compactness is fully indestructible under κ1 -directed closed forcing, and κ2 ’s strong compactness is indestructible under κ2 -directed closed forcing which is also (κ2 , ∞)distributive. We take this opportunity to make several comments concerning the above theorems. Theorem 10 of [6] demonstrates that if there is a supercompact cardinal κ in the universe and universal indestructiblity holds, no cardinal above κ can be measurable. As the work of [3] (and implicitly the work of [1]) show, this is not true if κ is strongly compact. In fact, Theorem 1 indicates that it is possible to have a model containing a strongly compact cardinal in which universal indestructibility for supercompactness holds and there is also a proper class of measurable cardinals. Theorem 2 is a generalization of Theorem 1 of [1]. In that result, there is a model in which the first two strongly compact cardinals κ1 and κ2 are the first two measurable cardinals, κ1 ’s strong compactness is fully indestructible under κ1 -directed closed forcing, and κ2 ’s measurability, although not necessarily its strong compactness, is fully indestructible under κ2 -directed closed forcing. Thus, although not stated explicitly in [1], universal indestructibility for supercompactness holds in this model. We will have all of these same features in the model we construct here which witnesses the conclusions of Theorem 2, with the additional property that κ2 ’s strong compactness is indestructible under κ2 -directed closed forcing which is also (κ2 , ∞)-distributive. Further, Theorem 2 provides the first example of an iteration of strategically closed partial orderings which forces any form of indestructibility for a strongly compact cardinal which isn’t a limit of measurable cardinals. (The partial ordering found in [4] which forces both full indestructibility for the least strongly compact cardinal and also forces the least strongly compact cardinal to be the least measurable cardinal is a Prikry iteration.) 3



We present now very briefly some background information. For anything left unexplained, readers may consult [1] – [7]. We will abuse notation slightly and use both V P and V [G] to indicate the universe obtained by forcing with the partial ordering P. For κ a cardinal, P is κ-directed closed if every directed set of conditions of cardinality less than κ has a common extension. P is κ-strategically closed if in the two person game in which the players construct a sequence of conditions hpα | α ≤ κi such that α < β implies pβ extends pα , where player I plays odd stages and player II plays even and limit stages, player II has a strategy ensuring the game can always be continued. P is ≺κ-strategically closed if in the two person game in which the players construct a sequence of conditions hpα | α < κi such that α < β implies pβ extends pα , where player I plays odd stages and player II plays even and limit stages, player II has a strategy ensuring the game can always be continued. P is (κ, ∞)-distributive if given a sequence hDα | α < κi of dense open subsets T of P, α


2



The Proof of Theorems 1 and 2



We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1. Proof: Let V  “ZFC + There is a proper class of supercompact cardinals hκα | α ∈ Ordi”. Without loss of generality, we assume in addition that V  GCH and that there are no inaccessible limits of supercompact cardinals in V . Let P be the partial ordering of Theorem 1 of [4] defined with respect to κ0 . Since V  GCH, the arguments of [4] show that V P  “ZFC + κ0 is both the least strongly compact and least measurable cardinal + κ0 ’s strong compactness is fully indestructible under κ0 -directed closed forcing”. Since P may be defined so that |P| = κ0 , standard arguments show that GCH holds at all cardinals at and above κ0 after forcing with P. In addition, the L´evy-Solovay arguments [14]
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show that V P  “The κα for α > 0 form the class of supercompact cardinals”. Work now in V = V P . The partial ordering Q we will use to complete the proof of Theorem 1 is, roughly speaking, the partial ordering of Theorem 2 of [1] defined using κ0 instead of ω and the supercompact cardinals of V . More explicitly, let hδα | α ∈ Ordi enumerate {δ | δ is measurable but δ 6= κα for any α ∈ Ord}. As in Theorem 2 of [1], we define a reverse Easton class iteration ˙ α i | α ∈ Ordi as follows: Q = hhPα , Q 1. P0 is the partial ordering for adding a Cohen subset of κ0 . ˙ α , where Q ˙ α is a term for the trivial partial 2. If Pα “δα isn’t measurable”, then Pα+1 = Pα ∗ Q ordering {∅}. 3. If Pα “δα is measurable and there is a δα -directed closed partial ordering such that forcing ˙ α , where Q ˙ α is a term for a δα -directed with it destroys δα ’s measurability”, then Pα+1 = Pα ∗ Q closed partial ordering of least possible rank destroying δα ’s measurability. ˙ α , where Q ˙ α is a term for the trivial 4. If none of the above cases holds, then Pα+1 = Pα ∗ Q partial ordering {∅}. By the arguments of Lemmas 3.1 – 3.3 of [1], V



Q



 “ZFC + “hκα | α ≥ 1i are the measurable



cardinals above κ0 + Each measurable cardinal δ above κ0 has its measurability fully indestructible under δ-directed closed forcing”. Since by its definition, Q is a κ0 -directed closed reverse Easton class iteration defined in V whose first nontrivial stage adds a Cohen subset of κ0 and whose remaining stages don’t change the (size of the) power set of κ0 , V



Q



 “κ0 is both the least



strongly compact and least measurable cardinal + κ0 ’s strong compactness is fully indestructible under κ0 -directed closed forcing + 2κ0 = κ+ 0 ”. In addition, by the proof of Lemma 3.2 of [1], for α > 0, V Pκα  “κα is a measurable cardinal whose measurability is fully indestructible under κα -directed closed forcing”. It then follows that the first nontrivial stage of forcing in Q after κα is (at least) κ+ α -directed closed, so by the fact |Pκα | = κα , V



Q



 “2κα = κ+ α if α > 0”. Thus, since



hκα | α ∈ Ordi, the sequence of V -supercompact cardinals, enumerates the measurable cardinals
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Q



of V , and since we have assumed that in V , there are no inaccessible limits of supercompact cardinals, the fact that V



Q



 “For all ordinals α, 2κα = κ+ α ” immediately yields that V



Q



 “No



Q



measurable cardinal κ is 2κ = κ+ supercompact”. This means that in V , κ0 is a strongly compact cardinal, κ0 ’s strong compactness and degree of supercompactness (namely measurability) are fully indestructible under κ0 -directed closed forcing, and any measurable cardinal κ > κ0 has its degree of supercompactness (once again only measurability) fully indestructible under κ-directed closed forcing. Consequently, V



Q



is a model containing a fully indestructible strongly compact cardinal



and a proper class of measurable cardinals in which universal indestructibility for supercompactness holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.  Having completed the proof of Theorem 1, we turn now to the proof of Theorem 2. Proof: Suppose V  “ZFC + κ1 < κ2 are supercompact”. Without loss of generality, we assume in addition that V  GCH and that no cardinal above κ1 is supercompact up to a measurable cardinal in V . In particular, V  “No cardinal above κ2 is measurable”. As in the proof of Theorem 1, let P be the partial ordering of Theorem 1 of [4] defined with respect to κ1 . As before, V P  “ZFC + κ1 is both the least strongly compact and least measurable cardinal + κ1 ’s strong compactness is fully indestructible under κ1 -directed closed forcing”. Since P may be defined so that |P| = κ1 , once again, standard arguments show that GCH holds at all cardinals at and above κ1 after forcing with P. In addition, the arguments of [14] show that V P  “κ1 is supercompact and no cardinal above κ1 is supercompact up to a measurable cardinal”. Further, since V  “No cardinal above κ2 is measurable”, V P  “No cardinal above κ2 is measurable”. Working now in V = V P , let f : κ2 → κ2 be a Laver function [13] for f . Without loss of generality, we assume f is defined nontrivially only on measurable cardinals in the open interval (κ1 , κ2 ). Let hδα | α < κ2 i enumerate the measurable cardinals in the open interval (κ1 , κ2 ). Using ˙ α i | α < κ2 i having length κ2 as follows: f , we define a reverse Easton iteration Q = hhPα , Q 1. P0 is the partial ordering for adding a Cohen subset of κ1 .
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˙ 0 i, Q ˙ 0 has rank below δα+1 , and Pα “Q ˙ 0 is a δα -directed closed partial ordering 2. If f (δα ) = h0, Q of rank below δα+1 with the property that forcing with it destroys δα ’s measurability”, then ˙ α , where Q ˙α=Q ˙ 0. Pα+1 = Pα ∗ Q ˙ 0 i, Q ˙ 0 has rank below δα+1 , and Pα “Q ˙ 0 is a δα -directed closed partial ordering 3. If f (δα ) = h1, Q ˙ 0 ∗ R, ˙ where R˙ is a which is also (δα , ∞)-distributive of rank below δα+1 ”, then Pα+1 = Pα ∗ Q term for the partial ordering which adds a non-reflecting stationary set of ordinals of cofinality κ1 to δα . ˙ α , where Pα “Q ˙ α is a term for the 4. If none of the above cases holds, then Pα+1 = Pα ∗ Q partial ordering which adds a non-reflecting stationary set of ordinals of cofinality κ1 to δα ”. Lemma 2.1 V



Q



 “No cardinal δ ∈ (κ1 , κ2 ) is measurable”.



Proof: By the definition of Q, since adding a non-reflecting stationary set of ordinals to a regular cardinal δ ensures that δ isn’t weakly compact, we know that for any α < κ2 , V



Pα+1



 “δα isn’t



measurable”. Further, since Q = Pα+1 ∗ P˙ α+1 where Pα+1 “P˙ α+1 is η-strategically closed for η the least inaccessible cardinal above δα ”, V



Q



 “No V -measurable cardinal δ ∈ (κ1 , κ2 ) is measurable”.



This means the proof of Lemma 2.1 will be complete once we have shown that forcing with Q creates no new measurable cardinals in the open interval (κ1 , κ2 ). ˙ where P0 is nontrivial, |P0 | = κ1 , and P “R˙ is γ-strategically To do this, write Q = P0 ∗ R, 0 closed for γ the least inaccessible cardinal above κ1 ”. In the terminology of [10] and [11], Q “admits a gap at κ1 ”, so by the Gap Forcing Theorem of [10] and [11], any cardinal measurable in V



Q



in



the open interval (κ1 , κ2 ) had to have been measurable in V . From this, we immediately infer that V



Q



 “No cardinal δ ∈ (κ1 , κ2 ) is measurable”. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 



Lemma 2.2 V



Q



 “κ2 is a measurable cardinal whose measurability is fully indestructible under



κ2 -directed closed forcing”.
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Proof: If this is not the case, let R ∈ V



Q



be such that V



Q



 “R is κ2 -directed closed and forcing



˙ 2κ2 ) with R destroys κ2 ’s measurability”. Let R˙ be a canonical term for R, and let λ > max(|TC(R)|, be a regular cardinal. Since f is a Laver function for κ2 , take j : V → M as an elementary ˙ Since V  “No embedding witnessing the λ supercompactness of κ2 such that j(f )(κ2 ) = h0, Ri. cardinal above κ2 is measurable”, the closure properties of M imply that in M , δκ2 = κ2 , (j(Q))κ2 = Q, and Q “R˙ is a κ2 -directed closed partial ordering of rank below δκ2 +1 with the property that forcing with it destroys κ2 ’s measurability”. By the definition of Q, this means that R˙ is a term for ˙ the partial ordering used at stage κ2 in M in the definition of j(Q). Thus, j(Q) = Q ∗ R˙ ∗ S˙ ∗ j(R), where the first nontrivial stage in the definition of S˙ is forced to occur well above λ. Standard arguments (which are given in the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [1]) then show j lifts to j ∗ : V µ∈V



˙ Q∗R



˙ Q∗R



˙



→ M j(Q∗R) and that for µ the normal measure over κ2 given by x ∈ µ iff κ2 ∈ j ∗ (x),



. Thus, V



˙ Q∗R



 “κ2 is a measurable cardinal”, a contradiction. This completes the proof



of Lemma 2.2. 



Lemma 2.3 V



Q



 “κ2 is a strongly compact cardinal whose strong compactness is indestructible



under κ2 -directed closed forcing which is also (κ2 , ∞)-distributive”. Proof: Let R ∈ V



Q



be such that V



Q



 “R is both κ2 -directed closed and (κ2 , ∞)-distributive”.



˙ 2κ2 ) be a As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, let R˙ be a canonical term for R, and let λ > max(|TC(R)|, regular cardinal. Since f is a Laver function for κ2 , take j : V → M as an elementary embedding ˙ Because λ has been chosen witnessing the λ supercompactness of κ2 such that j(f )(κ2 ) = h1, Ri. large enough, we may assume by choosing a normal measure over κ2 having trivial Mitchell rank that k : M → N is an elementary embedding witnessing the measurability of κ2 definable in M such that N  “κ2 isn’t measurable”. It is the case that if i : V → N is an elementary embedding having critical point κ2 and for any x ⊆ N with |x| ≤ λ, there is some y ∈ N such that x ⊆ y and N  “|y| < i(κ2 )”, then i witnesses the λ strong compactness of κ2 . Using this fact, it is easily verifiable that i = k ◦ j is an elementary embedding witnessing the λ strong compactness of κ2 . 8



We show that i lifts in V



˙ Q∗R



to i : V



˙ Q∗R



˙



→ N i(Q∗R) . Since this lifted embedding witnesses the λ



strong compactness of κ2 in V , and since λ is arbitrary, this proves Lemma 2.3. To do this, we use a modification of an argument originally due to Magidor, unpublished by him but found in, among other places, Lemma 2.3 of [1] and Lemma 8 of [5]. The modification is due to the second author. We will, therefore, throughout the course of the remainder of the proof of Lemma 2.3, refer readers to the construction given in these lemmas when relevant, and omit details already presented therein. ˙ 1∗Q ˙ 2∗Q ˙ 3, Let G0 be V -generic over Q, and let H be V [G0 ]-generic over R. Write i(Q) = Q ∗ Q ˙ 1 is a term for the portion of the forcing defined from stage κ2 to stage k(κ2 ), Q ˙ 2 is a where Q ˙ 3 is a term for the remainder of the forcing, i.e., the term for the forcing done at stage k(κ2 ), and Q portion done after stage k(κ2 ). We will build in V [G0 ][H] generic objects for the different portions of i(Q). We begin by constructing an N [G0 ]-generic object G1 for Q1 . The argument used is essentially the same as the ones given in the construction of the generic object G1 found in Lemma 2.3 of [1] and Lemma 8 of [5] (and will therefore be carried out in M [G0 ] ⊆ V [G0 ] ⊆ V [G0 ][H]). Specifically, since N  “κ2 isn’t measurable”, only trivial forcing is done at stage κ2 in N , which means that ˙ 1 is forced to act nontrivially on ordinals in the open interval (κ2 , k(κ2 )). In addition, since GCH Q holds in N at and above κ1 (as it does in V and M ), standard counting arguments show that N [G0 ]  “|Q1 | = k(κ2 ) and |℘(Q1 )| = 2k(κ2 ) = k(κ+ 2 )”. Consequently, since GCH at and above κ1 + + also yields that M  “|k(κ+ 2 )| = κ2 ”, we may let hDα | α < κ2 i be an enumeration in M [G0 ] of the



dense open subsets of Q1 present in N [G0 ]. We then build in M [G0 ] an N [G0 ]-generic object G1 for + 1 Q1 by meeting in turn each member of hDα | α < κ+ 2 i, using the fact Q is ≺κ2 -strategically closed



in N [G0 ] and M [G0 ]. This follows from the fact that standard arguments show N [G0 ] remains κ2 -closed with respect to V [G0 ]. ˙ 2 . By the definition of Q and the closure properties of We next analyze the exact nature of Q ˙ = Q ∗ R˙ ∗ R˙ 0 ∗ S˙ ∗ j(R), ˙ where R˙ ∗ R˙ 0 is a term for the forcing taking place M , we may write j(Q ∗ R) at stage κ2 in M and R˙ 0 is a term for the partial ordering which adds a non-reflecting stationary
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˙ 2 is a term for the forcing which takes set of ordinals of cofinality κ1 to κ2 . By elementarity, since Q ˙ 2 = k(R) ˙ ∗ k(R˙ 0 ). We will construct in M [G0 ][H] generic place at stage k(κ2 ) in N , we may write Q objects for k(R) and k(R0 ). For k(R), we use an argument containing ideas due to Woodin, also presented in Theorem 4.10 of [12], Lemma 4.2 of [2], and Lemma 3.4 of [7]. First, note that since N is given by an ultrapower, N = {k(h)(κ2 ) | h : κ2 → M is a function in M }. Further, since by the definition of G1 , k 00 G0 ⊆ G0 ∗ G1 , k lifts in both M [G0 ] and M [G0 ][H] to k : M [G0 ] → N [G0 ][G1 ]. From these facts, we may now show that k 00 H ⊆ k(R) generates an N [G0 ][G1 ]-generic object G2 over ˙ for k(R). Specifically, given a dense open subset D ⊆ k(R), D ∈ N [G0 ][G1 ], D = iG0 ∗G1 (D) ~ ~ some N -name D˙ = k(D)(κ 2 ), where D = hDα | α < κ2 i is a function in M . We may assume that every Dα is a dense open subset of R. Since R is (κ2 , ∞)-distributive, it follows that D0 = T 0 0 00 6 ∅. α


j(Q) “τ ∈ j(R) ˙ for q˙ ∈ H”. We first note that since Q is κ2 -c.c. in both V and M , as Q “R˙ is κ2 -directed closed and |R| < λ”, the usual arguments show M [G0 ][H] remains λ-closed with respect to V [G0 ][H]. This means T = {j(q) ˙ | ∃r ∈ G0 [hr, qi ∈ G0 ∗ H]} ∈ M [G0 ][H]
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has a name T˙ ∈ M such that in M , j(Q) “|T˙ | < λ < j(κ2 ), any two elements of T˙ are compatible, ˙ which is j(κ2 )-directed closed”. Thus, since and T˙ is a subset of a partial ordering (namely j(R)) ˙ extending each element of T˙ ”. A term τ for this M λ ⊆ M , j(Q) “There is a condition in j(R) common extension is as desired. We work for the time being in M . Consider the “term forcing” partial ordering S∗ (see [9] for the first published account of term forcing or [8], Section 1.2.5, page 8 — the notion is originally ˙ i.e., σ ∈ S∗ iff σ is a term in the forcing language with due to Laver) associated with S˙ ∗ j(R), ˙ ˙ respect to Q ∗ R˙ ∗ R˙ 0 and Q∗R∗ ˙ R ˙ 0 “σ1 extends ˙ R ˙ 0 “σ ∈ S ∗ j(R)”, ordered by σ1 extends σ0 iff Q∗R∗ σ0 ”. Note that τ 0 defined as the term in the language of forcing with respect to Q ∗ R˙ ∗ R˙ 0 composed of the tuple all of whose members are forced to be the trivial condition, with the exception of the last member, which is τ , is an element of S∗ . Clearly, S∗ ∈ M . In addition, since V  “No cardinal above κ2 is measurable”, by the closure ˙ is forced to do nontrivial forcing is above properties of M , M  “The first stage at which S˙ ∗ j(R) + λ ˙ ˙ λ”. Thus, Q∗R∗ ⊆ M , immediately ˙ R ˙ 0 “S ∗ j(R) is ≺λ -strategically closed”, which, since M



implies that S∗ itself is ≺λ+ -strategically closed in both V and M . Further, since V



Q



 “|R| < λ”,



˙ ˙ in M , Q∗R∗ ˙ R ˙ 0 “|S ∗ j(R)| < j(λ)”. Also, by GCH at and above κ1 in both V and M and the fact j may be assumed to be given via an ultrapower embedding by a normal measure over Pκ2 (λ), λ j(λ) ˙ ˙ |j(λ+ )| = |{f | f : Pκ2 (λ) → λ+ | = |[λ+ ] | = λ+ and Q∗R∗ = j(λ+ )”. ˙ R ˙ 0 “|℘(S ∗ j(R))| < 2



Therefore, since as in the footnote given in the proof of Lemma 8 of [5], we may assume that S∗ has cardinality below j(λ) in M , we may let hDα | α < λ+ i ∈ V be an enumeration of the dense open subsets of S∗ present in M . It is then possible using the ≺λ+ -strategic closure of S∗ in V and the argument employed in the construction of G1 to build in V an M -generic object G∗4 for S∗ containing τ 0 . Note now that since N is given by an ultrapower of M via a normal measure over κ2 , Fact 2 of ∗ 0 Section 1.2.2 of [8] tells us that k 00 G∗4 generates an N -generic object G∗∗ 4 over k(S ) containing k(τ ).



˙ 1∗Q ˙ 2. By elementarity, k(S∗ ) is the term forcing in N defined with respect to k(j(Q)κ2 +1 ) = Q ∗ Q ˙ = k(j(Q ∗ R)) ˙ = Q∗Q ˙1∗Q ˙2∗Q ˙ 3 , G∗∗ is N -generic over k(S∗ ), and Therefore, since i(Q ∗ R) 4
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˙ G0 ∗ H ∗ G1 ∗ G2 ∗ G3 is k(Q ∗ R)-generic over N , Fact 1 of Section 1.2.5 of [8] (see also [9]) tells 3 us that for G4 = {iG0 ∗H∗G1 ∗G2 ∗G3 (σ) | σ ∈ G∗∗ 4 }, G4 is N [G0 ][H][G1 ][G2 ][G3 ]-generic over Q . In



˙ implies that addition, since the definition of τ tells us that in M , the statement “hp, qi ˙ ∈ j(Q ∗ R) ˙ hp, qi ˙ j(Q∗R) ˙ ” is true, by elementarity, in N , the statement “hp, qi ˙ ∈ k(j(Q ∗ R)) ˙ ‘τ extends q’ implies that hp, qi ˙ k(j(Q∗R)) ‘k(τ ) extends q’ ˙ ” is true. In other words, since k ◦ j = i, in N , the ˙ ˙ implies that hp, qi statement “hp, qi ˙ ∈ i(Q ∗ R) ˙ i(Q∗R) ˙ ” is true. Thus, in N , k(τ ) ˙ ‘k(τ ) extends q’ ˙ so since G∗∗ contains k(τ 0 ), the construction functions as a term for a “master condition” for i(R), 4 of all of the above generic objects immediately yields that i00 (G0 ∗ H) ⊆ G0 ∗ H ∗ G1 ∗ G2 ∗ G3 ∗ G4 . This means that i lifts in V



˙ Q∗R



to i : V



˙ Q∗R



˙



→ N i(Q∗R) . This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3. 



By its definition, V  “Q is a κ1 -directed closed partial ordering whose first nontrivial stage adds a Cohen subset of κ1 , Q’s remaining stages don’t change the (size of the) power set of κ1 , and |Q| = κ2 ”. Therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 1, V



Q



 “κ1 is both the least strongly compact



and least measurable cardinal and each of κ1 ’s strong compactness and degree of supercompactness (namely measurability) is fully indestructible under κ1 -directed closed forcing”. In additon, since V



Q



 “2κ2 = κ+ 2 ”, Lemmas 2.1 – 2.3 and our earlier arguments show that V



Q



 “κ2 is the second



measurable cardinal, κ2 ’s degree of supercompactness (namely measurability) is fully indestructible under κ2 -directed closed forcing, and κ2 is a strongly compact cardinal whose strong compactness is indestructible under κ2 -directed closed forcing which is also (κ2 , ∞)-distributive”. Hence, V



Q



is a model for universal indestructibility for supercompactness containing two strongly compact cardinals satisfying the remaining conclusions of Theorem 2. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.  Theorems 1 and 2 and what was previously known leave open a number of interesting problems. For instance, is it possible to have a model for universal indestructibility for supercompactness containing more than one strongly compact cardinal and a proper class of measurable cardinals? Is it possible to have a model analogous to the one given in Theorem 2 in which the second 12



strongly compact cardinal κ2 has its strong compactness fully indestructible under κ2 -directed closed forcing? Are there models analogous to the one constructed for Theorem 2 containing more than two strongly compact cardinals, e.g., a model containing more than two strongly compact cardinals in which universal indestructibility for supercompactness holds and in which each strongly compact cardinal satisfies some sort of indestructibility property for its strong compactness? These are the questions with which we conclude this paper.
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